Weel's Taupa about 80 miles from Cuc has hills of iron ore. When I visited that area in 1909 I heard some men working at Sada River. I went with the local natives. 

The owner of these iron hills had a bodyguard and asked me if he should show me to make over to me these hills of iron ore, hematite (ochre) and coal. 

The group owned a very wealthy little mine. They wanted them only with neighboring people who were bounteous in wheat, oil, and the Barlowers.
Jungle was known. It was a grazing place. Then too, there was a hill, not far from the hill, it was a greasy place. These two together. We reached the river by way. Silverwater was the first. The hill of Silverwater was the greatest of the whole range. Its scoriated slope was supposed to be the gypsy of an ancestor. Koringa, a crude giant. Outline of a black man covered the slope. Durrett.
The unknown ape in the Aboriginal settlement near that area. The figure acted as a guardian. If a friend's cause came to be or individual came to have for the purposes they,
Vasco Durigcin.

If he took another
road he was killed
in October. As we
approached Bialowas,
the village native Editaj
by my side began to
remember; won the

Japan Guardian let us
pass & remained on.
As wounds he rose &

Killing many
with us. I turned 89
Legs on this wonderful ship in full curiosity to its human resemblance. To ease Jef on Survivor Clutches my arm, in excessive fear & I said quietly, you see Benjamin he knows me & less quiet on his help as before here. The teaser ceases, the fear vanishes & I am saved. Benjamin.
They rigid each letter pocket has its almost narrow that I had to crawl thru. The opening on my stomach... but by nature went on to... two large & small cutlets. Where the tripe jackets were. Juice liquid bits here & there. We could not see each other in the passage & I was
the map is here. Read
down by the greenip.
I saw myself & daylight.
Aoverlay bath chair from
the heel. My native cook's
feet are shabby. Kabbage
every bush who helps me
from the sun. I miss
a companion.
If ancestors, + covers
you with it + me too.
so I gave you regulation
+ Balsamorall Falls &
hills between these are
Wedge sits down.

If by any means I finish all the wedge helks, are yours. The stone guardian will lie down forever. You have his

Maggi 2023
I've seemed to be going into the very bowels (mine) of the whole thing. Now what do we do? Shall we draw this?
Instruction. The matter was investigated through an inquiry. The beginning of this century, the abnormal from about 1726.
This Weld Range Wilge-Mia "a valuable field" was grazed
by its last owner. All group members having died.

Another legacy was the area where the Wilga Gold Mine
was located. Then known as "Wilga" or the "Willa"
Gold Mine. The W.I. Miner, W. R. Tun. was the topic of a
discussion. C. E. Nash was the last owner. The

Weld Range.—The Wilgie Mia deposit is situated about five miles to the east of the Weld
Hercules G.M., and two miles south-west of Mount Lulworth, on a ridge running in an east and west
direction along the south side of the Weld Range. The deposit, which is almost pure hematite, is, roughly,
some 150 to 200 feet in width, and forms a ridge about three miles in length, rising in many places to a
height of 400 feet above the general level of the surrounding country. An estimate was made by Mr.
Gibson as to the probable quantity of iron ore in sight at the Wilgie Mia, and the amount of ore above the
general level of the country is about 26.5 million tons. In arriving at these figures, the length of the deposit
has been taken as three miles, the average width as 150 feet, the average height of the cap of the
deposit as being 100 feet above the level of the plain, and the weight of a cubic foot of ore to be 250 lbs.

Gabaniahna.—From Mr. Gibson's report it appears that:—"About half way between Gabaninha
and Star of the East is a low ridge consisting of titaniferous magnetite, and extending on a bearing
west of north and east of south for about two and a-half miles; the belt of iron ore which forms
the ridges ranges in width, and gives places to a height of 50 feet or 60 feet above the
edges. The ridge is a hematite-bearing quartzites occurring so..."